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Summary 

'lbe Philippines is a republic ca.posed of 7,100 islands in the South 

Pacific. Although its land area is small, it possees~s one of the world's 

most rapidly growing populations with presently 54 aJllion inhabitants. 

Consumption of food is therefore an iaportant aspect of the country's 

developaent plans. 

'lbe I.FM Corporation, one of the largest food conglo.erates in the 

Philippines. is a coapany vtth several divisions·vbich are independent profit 

centres. 'lbese are: Flour. ailling, agribusiness, livestock and food 

division, feeds division, soya bean refining division and the aeat processing 

division. 

In 1979 the newly established aeat division was expected to produce a 

commodity acceptable in teras of quality and price and able to coapete in a 

urket 80Dopolized by one brand for the past 70 years. 

'lbe highly perishable nature of the products and the reliance of the 

meat plant on other affiliates for raw materials required a highly up-to-date 

method of c~nication and inf onaation. 

8ov the aeat plant was able to iaplellent a scheae of COllputerization 

through its existing staff is the subject of this paper. 
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Meat processing 

This is the business of processing raw materials into consuaer-oriented 

food products. These products are spiced and seasoned to confora to taste 

patterns o( the consuaer of the end product. 'nley are sold in various foras 

and stages of the cooking process. 

To be able to understand the business, the production process ~an be 

classified as follOWB: 

(a) Livestock feed lot - This is the operation of receiving, grading and 

aaintaining salient features of the various aniaal herd• to be used a~ 

raw aaterial in the 11eat process. C~n aniaals used are cattle, 

goats, chickens and pigs. . Unlike other industries where the raw 

material is siaply housed in warehouses, in aeat processing the aniaals 

are alive when bought. The aniuls are bought by wight. Maintainiq 

this weight and its physical properties is an integral part of the 

business. The feed lot area is therefore a warehouse for live animals 

where they are fed prior to slaughtering. 

(b) Slaughter - The process of systematic slaughtering of animals is a basic 

part of meat processing. Considering the fact that the animal is the 

major part of the production cost and is the first step in the 

operation, great care is taken to ensure that slaugh~eriog is done 

professionally without da11age to the flesh of the ani .. l. In most 

cases, machines do the slaughtering to minimize waste. 

(c) Portioning - This is an integral part of the slaughtering operation but 

is separated due to its importance in the production process. 

Portioning is the systematic and corresponding break-up of the complete 

animal in:o the prescribed cuts needed by the production process. Its 

basic ~roducts are the carcass,. bulk meat and numerous by-produces. The 

product mix of the production process dictates the portioning method. 

There are hundreds of ways of portioning, each one ol which would 

produce a diff ~rent set of products. 

• 
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nus process is the .. jor step vbere waste control must be exercised. 

Vrong portioning produces costly excess cuts which will negatively 

reflect on the efficiency of the production process. 

(d) Meat processing - The operation of blendj_ng. curio~. spic~ng. cooking 

and ~xing to produce various aeat products in consumer iaages. 
-Processing at an industrial scale connotes batch continuous process with 

spe,ial eaphasis on hygiene and clock-work precision. 'nle proper mix of 

rav aaterials is necessary to produce and maintain the taste of the 

end-products for future use and/or distribution to the consuaer aarkets.~ 

(e) Cold storage The- use of . freezing (cryogenics) to preserve rav 

aateridls. seai-finisbed products and end products for future use and/or 

distribution to the conaumer .. rkets. 

(f) Canntng/pacltaging - The process of paclting,the aeat products by the aost 

hygienic aethods into containers suitable for sales distribution. It is 

composed of the packaging. the labelliug and the casing operations. 

(g) Warehousing - The process of llt'-'~>ing 

orderly fashion during the incubation**/ 

ti.e "when quality tests are undergone 

products properly cased in an 

period. . This period is the 

to check the contents of each 

saaple froa each batch to aeet quality and health standards. Only after 

this incubation period is the product judged to be suitable for 

distribution. 

As evidenced, the meat processing section is the most .complicated 

operation. 'nlis section handles various steps as follows: 

(a) Curing area - The process of treating the meat cuts with salt and other 

cbeoaicals to soften and preserve it; 

~ Curing - the ~•thod of salting meat to preserve it. 

!!J Incubation period - period of observation. In food products it may mean 
up to 14 days. depending on bacterial arovth or factors observed to avoid food 
poisoning or quality defects. I 
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(b) Saotehouae - The process of giving the taste of saolted hickory to •eat 

slabs; 

(c) Blending - The process of putting together ingredients to arrive at a 

taste pattern conducive to aeeting a particular deaand. e.g. blending 

beef vith pork to produce Bologna sausage aeat; 

'd) Spicing - The process of seasoning and adding of various taste aixtures 

to the aeat slab to iabue distinct taste patterns to the end product; 

(e) Cooking - The procese of softening and conversion of rav wt to cooked 

aeat either through frying. steaaing; broiling. baking. sautftng etc • 
• 

Data requireaents in aeat processing 

There are many data require11ents in production planning and control. It 

requires a knowledge of vbat materials are available in the enviroD11ent. Such 

materials can be classified as: 

Zssential i~redients The meat portions 

~pices and additives Taste-oriented additive coaponents 

Colour and image additives Product image iaproveaent aids 

Casings end others Food items used as containers such as 

hot dog casin_gs. 

Considering the perishable nature of ·the products. one normally only 

products• what one can sell. 

The data requirements are closely related to the product mix. Thi:J is 

important as the act of killing an animal for its steak will produce thigh or . . . 
le¥ meat which will rot if not used. The portioning of the animal must be 

determined at the time of slaughter to consider the ei\d products that will be 

produced out of the animal's meat. The by-products must therefore be 

projected and must be converted to •aleable products. 

I I I 
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Most iaportant is cost. control. What is bought must be converted to 

saleable encl-products. It is therefore a continuous job to oversee both the 

ouaber and weight of product bate.hes as they proceed froa one stage· to the 

other. Inventories are therefore described in pieces and in weight. As such, 

each production stage begins and ends vith veizhing. Every ca.ponent 'hat 

enters the product ls reported in_ both vei~ht and units. Costs thus Tary as 

the product ~ncreases and decreases in weight due to added aoisture. 

Cost data tracking likens bulk·aeat to a train that moves froa station 

to station. At each station a given nuaber of kilograas of aeat is expected 

to yielci a given nuaber o.f kilograms of seal-finished pr~ucc kilograu. The 

initial cost of the product on entering the plant plus the cost of .. terials 

added is not the final cost. Losses have also to be considered due to 

dehydration. 

Mechanizing. cost tracking is a major challenge as each batch produced 

llU8t be sold as soon as possible. 

Blended aeat products are aade froa beef, pork and other meat tri...tngs 

that are ground and chopped by machinery and then seasoned and spiced to suit 

the trade for which the product is intended. 

This seal-finished preparation, in a semi-liquid fora, is automatically 

stuffed This seal-finished preparation, in a semi-liquid form, is 

au.toaatically stuffed into prepared casings and then cooked, smoked and/or 

chilled. Blended products include Fran~furters, various types "of sausages, 

Bologna,_ ainced baa and many varieties of sandwich meats. 

Each of these products is blended according to a specific recipe which 

ia governed by the availability of ingredients, consumer tastes and 

federal/state/local regu.Latiorus. Its basic goal is to produce standard taste 

and quality by conforming to recipes and to do th~se at a minimum cost. 

Th• coapany 

Th• llH meat plant make• Swift• Products (licen1ee of Swifts, USA) and 

,..cDonald Hambui:'ger: patties, among1t other items. It is & vertically and 

'horizontally integrated operation that ataru from i.ts own ~eed lot,. its 
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slaughtering operation, its aeat processing oper&tioil, its cold storage plants· 

and pickaging sections, its own specialty outlets, its nationwide distribution 

• -- and sales network, and its own accounting/staff functions. 

Its sales and distribution operation is a highly cOllplex operation 

eaploying the use of refrigerated trucks, vans, ship bottoas and air cargo as 

i~ distributes highly perishable frozen or chilled products throughout the 

7,100 islands of this tropical country. 

Its customers nuaber approxillately 7,000 active 

clientele. The rush nature of delivery is due to most custoaers' tendency to 

avoid storing large quantitie~ of meat because of storage costs. Hotels, huge 

superaarket chains, ... 1r corner stores and even direct orders of housewives 

are serviced through a centralized order-taking operation which can service an 

order within eight hours lead "tiae on a wholesale basis. 

RPM is a COllpany that is relatively young and aggressive. It challenges 

a so-year old 110nopoly which controls 95 per cent of the nation's aeat 

market. After one year's operation, it had absorbed 20 per cent of the market 

share. 

In this environment, it• top executive decided to introduce coaputers, 

not to solve the ca.pany's accounting probleas but to obtain information which 

would provide relevant data immediately and so provida the c~pany with a 

coapetitive advantage. Raving an information base that could plan operations, 

control waste and provide aanageaent with up-to-date information were 

sufficient grounds for i11111ediate action. 

'nlus in :978, the Cabuyao meat plant decided to acquire an IBM System 34 

with terminals operated by their own line people (not by EDP). 'nlis decision 

~•• cauLioned by the fact that the company wanted a distribution system that 

could have a direct interaction with each function of the operations. And the 

priotity was to mechanize production. 

I I I 
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the approach to aecbanization 

A co.aittee for aecbanization- was created. Dlis was coaposed of the 

Plant Manager as Chairaan with the MIS Manager as Facilitator/Vice-Cbairaan. 

Each aajor function was represented by the corresponding head of that 

operation. these functions were: 

ACcounting 

Pers\lnnel 

Product planning 

Brand -rlteting 

Sales 

Production s~peri~tendent 

Distributio~ (delivery and warehousing) 

Purchasing and logistics 

MIS Project leader 

Instead of allowing the ce>lmittee to go its own way, each aeaber was 

educated in computer systems design (especially report format design) and the 

coaputer hardware through a spe~ial in-house series of training sessions, 

while the CDP staff was trained in meat operations, both conceptually and in 

•ctual assigm1ent. 'nlis training took six months. 

After the ce>lmittee bad been trained meetings were called to plan which 

steps should be taken in the actual mechanization. This stage of the BIS 

(Business Information Syste11&) study was called the Appreciation/Introduction 

Stage. It taught the meat people more about COllputers, and the computer 

people something of meat processing. By the end of this stage both sides 

respected each other's functions and spoke a cOllJIOn language. Its main 

achievement was that the fear of computers was minimized at the supervisory 

level. 

The study team then identified the phases of entry into computers, its 

requirements, its justifications, its expected output, its level of reporting 

and the machines it would use. At this stage IBM consultants were introduced 

to discus• their equipment. 
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A Project Management Chart (PEaT-aH) was created for Phase I that considered 

among other things: 

(a) Training/appreciation of terainals by functional perso1U&el 

(b) Syste11& design and pcogr~ng 

(c) Site installation and considerations 

(d) Parallel rune 

(e) File conversions 

(f) System acceptance standards 

(g) Procedure and policy changes 

It was understood that to be able to obtain the •axi.ua advantage froa 

coaputers, everyone io"Tolved had to be approached in such a way as to rid thea 

of their fear of coaputers. 

The method chosen was the aicro-coaputer. At about this time 11 in 1979, 

the Apple coaputer was making its pre.ence felt. The micro was seen as a 

potential because coaputer games had become a fad in moat entertai1111ent 

outlets. And so in 1979, the meat plant was given several micros which were 

placed at strategic locationr with games. 'l'hese were used during work breaks 

for the entertai1111ent of ~ployees. It was noticed that the people eventually 

learned how to care for files (in the form of diskettes), the various 

functions of the keyboard, the operation of the micro and the knowledge of 

software versus hardware. This was done ~ithout any formal training but by 

word of .110uth through informal teach-ins. 

The result was astonishing. Classes in computer appreciation that 

followed (which wre U9ed to teach users bow to operate terminals) wre essy. 

Each person was out there tryina to pr~v• that he or she could learn it easily 

as it was after all just another toy - but a toy which could also help thea in 

8099 .,. 
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the iapleaentation 

Vhile the acceptance of the aeat plant personnel was being secured 

through the intentional introduction of the Apple aicro-coaputer, a 

coapany-vide survey of thf! aeat pl.ant was carried out by the EDP staff. This 

survey vas found to be comparatively easy as the staff were by this ti•e very 

knowledgeable vith the teras used by the industry. the corresponding 

assistance by the EDP-oriented aanagement was also not to be underestiaated. 

The EDP appreciation seminars did a lot to bolster the support of the plant's 

-nagers. 

The survey divided the operation of the aeat plant into several 

functions. these functions were then given priorities and presented to the 

Screening Comaittee vhere it vas adjudged that the central and focal point vaa 

production planning. 

With these major points identif.ied, three major project teams vere 

formed, v!z: 

(a) Finance applications; 

(b) Customer service·systems; 

(c) Production system. 

The rest of this paper is devoted to the improvements affec:ed in the 

production system. The production systeaa, however were found to be a totally 

new area of e:itperience. 

In order to produce maximwa results in the minilllWI time several areas 

were chosen as start-off points based on a detailed survey of the production 

operation. These were: 

Meat bl•ndins - The heart of the production process was identified as 

beins where the blended meat product is made. Everythins was found to be a 

support activity. Accordins to the production manaser, if these stage• could 

be mechanized, co•t• would be so controlled a1 to justify purchasing the 
I I 

11 I I 
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coaputer, so auch so that all other activities would just be icing on the 

cake. This is where th~ planner or nutritionist together with research and 

development creates the foraula for each product based on the available rav 

.. terials and within the constraints of the market and goverm1ental/trade 

regulations. 

• 
Portioning section - lfext to b:Lending, the cutting up of the aeat is the 

area where costs could be controlled as this section considers the product aix 

vt..ile identifying the coaponents according to the way the meat is cut. 

Material reguirements planning - Due to the daily changes in for.ulation 

acd cut up/portioni:1g approaches, the ues of rav .. terial vary. 

Mechanization of the raw aaterial ::eplenislment scLedule would greatly iaprove 

purchasing and production .Planning. Better planned alternatives would be 

available to reduce inventory hoP .ng costs and spoilage due to unused raw 

.. terials. 

Larae animal purchasing - This is the information data base which 

asseables the evaluation of supplied batches of large animal (cattle, pigs 

etc.) deliveries acc,rding to lean aeat yield to fat ratio. This is due to 

inherent breed perfonaance characteristics which should be a known factor to 

properly establish buying prices based on yields and not on external 

appearances of herd stocka purchased. 

Ele~tronic power and other energy consuaption control - This is the u»e 

of micros to control the opening and shutting off of motors in the various 

cold storage and chilling chambers inters~rsed throughout the meat processing 

plant. In the Philippines, after a certain level of energy u•age is met the 

price per kilowatt becomes higher. To avoid reaching these ceilings, energy 

consuaption is monitored by turning switches off whenever possible. 

Weight measuring data collection - Thia is the tracking of the weight of 

the production batch as it goes through the production floor so that the cost 

of the finished product is distributed on a kilogram basis. The weight 

measure at every end point will be a basis not only for inventory control but 

also for production yield analysis. 
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11le production systems project teaa was c011posed of OR-oriented EDP people 

vith engineering backgrounds. 11ley established coding structures fo~ 

inv£ntories and production steps and docuaented the whole existing production 

processes. With such in-depth knowledge placed on paper, the group then 

proceeded to establish the process used in the trial and error vork of 

arriving at an acceptable foraulation for some products. 11lese steps were 

carried out to achieve a least-cost blend of meat 11aterials to aeet formula 

restrictions on ingredients, composition, capacity, aoisture, shrinkage, 

binding and colour. It then established and secured approval for the 

phased-in plan for production mechanization, aaaely: 

Phase I: 

Fixed asset inventory (equipment) 

Inventory control on stores and production floor 

Finished goods inventory 

Rav materials cold storage inventory 

Phase II: 

LP aeat blending 

Material requirements planning 

Cut-up optimization 

FG goods cost simulation 

Phase III: 

Production yield analysis 

Large animal purchasing 

Purchasing operations 

Energy opti~ization 

Capacity planning 

Production synchronization 

It was understood that to facilitate the use of OR techniques in LP Meat 

blend and cut-up optimization, the afore-mentioned applications should be very 

user friendly. All mathematics should be transparent to the users. 
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The aicro vaa seen as a start-off point and the initial denlos-nt of 

the Linear Progr-1ng System on Meat Blending using and Apple vas 

undertaken. The progr-• and the aoclel were set up relatively quickly onr 

four mnths, using Apple DOS Basic language in an Apple. 

The use of a aicro vbich appeared at that time on the urtet allow.d a 

smoth iapl-ntation of Pbaae I and II applicatiou. !be corre•poadias ease 

of iaplaentation of cut-up optillization11 another bu.y operatioaa re ... rcb 

systea using Parmmetric Progr-1ng involYiag gradiag of all larae •ntul• and 

establishing correapoadi11g standarda per grade vbile iclea~ifytaa tbe .arioae 

output of cutting stylea 11 could be directly attribated vttb tbe approach of 

using a staple aicro to do the hardest task - aad doiq it far 11etter than 

experienced people. The saving dierived fraa the first product •acceaafully 

foraulated vas about 45 per cent of its raw uterial coat. 

The eventual caaplete iaplmentation of the .. t blending operaeion led 

the way to the successful attai1111ent of the other pbaeed-in targets. 




